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Abstract—The spectral radiance measured by an airborne
imaging spectrometer for a material on the Earth’s surface
depends strongly on the illumination incident of the material
and the atmospheric conditions. This dependence has limited
the success of material-identification algorithms that rely on
hyperspectral image data without associated ground-truth infor-
mation. In this paper, we use a comprehensive physical model
to show that the set of observed 0.4–2.5���m spectral-radiance
vectors for a material lies in a low-dimensional subspace of the
hyperspectral-measurement space. The physical model captures
the dependence of the reflected sunlight, reflected skylight, and
path-radiance terms on the scene geometry and on the distri-
bution of atmospheric gases and aerosols over a wide range
of conditions. Using the subspace model, we develop a local
maximum-likelihood algorithm for automated material identifi-
cation that is invariant to illumination, atmospheric conditions,
and the scene geometry. The algorithm requires only the spectral
reflectance of the target material as input. We show that the
low dimensionality of material subspaces allows for the robust
discrimination of a large number of materials over a wide
range of conditions. We demonstrate the invariant algorithm
for the automated identification of material samples in HYDICE
imagery acquired under different illumination and atmospheric
conditions.

Index Terms—Atmospheric correction, hyperspectral, invari-
ant, material identification, HYDICE.

I. INTRODUCTION

A IRBORNE imaging spectrometers provide measurements
over hundreds of contiguous spectral bands at each image

location. The Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Collection Exper-
iment (HYDICE) [2] and the airborne visible/infrared imaging
spectrometer (AVIRIS) [39] each collect more than two hun-
dred spectral bands over the visible through short-wave in-
frared wavelengths (0.4–2.5m). This spectral range captures
a large majority of reflected solar radiation while receiving
a negligible contribution from thermal emission. Significant
effort has been dedicated to calibrating imaging-spectrometer
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output to absolute spectral radiance to allow spectral measure-
ments to be directly related to physical variables [1], [5], [15].
The high-spectral dimensionality of imaging-spectrometer data
provides the opportunity to discriminate many materials that
cannot be discriminated using sensors with fewer spectral
bands [13].

The identification of materials in calibrated imaging-
spectrometer data is complicated by spatial and temporal
variation in illumination and atmospheric conditions. This
variation can cause large variability in the measured spectral
radiance for a fixed material as conditions change. The
desire to relate airborne spectrometer data to intrinsic surface
properties has led to the development of atmospheric-
correction algorithms that attempt to recover surface-spectral
reflectance from sensor-spectral radiance. The availability
of ground-truth data corresponding to the airborne imagery
facilitates atmospheric correction. The empirical-line method
[7], for example, uses a set of ground targets of known
reflectance to derive a relationship between sensor-spectral
radiance and scene-spectral reflectance. Other techniques
(e.g., [11] and [27]), normalize spectra in the scene using
an average-scene spectrum to correct for atmospheric effects.
This approach is similar to the retinex algorithm [29] and
suffers from the limitation that the normalized spectrum for
a fixed material can be quite sensitive to the distribution
of materials in the scene [4]. Model-based approaches
[12], [16] express sensor radiance in terms of parametric
reflectance and atmospheric models in order to estimate
the unknown parameters across an image. Although model-
based approaches eliminate the need for ground-truth data,
they are computationally intensive and the complexity of the
underlying models necessitates simplifying assumptions that
limit accuracy. In addition, atmospheric-correction algorithms
typically assume that direct solar radiation is the dominant
contributor to ground-surface illumination. This assumption
renders these methods of limited use in less restrictive-
illumination environments.

Substantial progress has been made on computational color-
constancy algorithms that recover intrinsic surface descriptions
from three-band visible color images obtained under unknown
illumination conditions [18], [19]. Many of these algorithms
are based on the assumption of low-dimensional linear models
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for spectral reflectance and illumination functions. The spectral
distribution of outdoor illumination has at least three degrees
of freedom [24], [37]. Consequently, the set of observed
spectral-radiance functions for a single reflecting material is at
least three-dimensional (3-D). As a result, the sets of possible
three-band spectral measurements for different materials will
often intersect. Thus, any method for illumination-invariant
material identification that uses only the three-band spectral
measurement at a single spatial location will be unreliable.
This difficulty has led to color-constancy algorithms that
utilize information over image regions that contain several
materials or observable texture (e.g., [20]–[22], [31]). These
algorithms, however, often have difficulty identifying small
material samples or processing regions with spatially nonuni-
form illumination.

Airborne-imaging spectrometers afford the possibility that
methods can be developed for reliable material identification
over a wide range of conditions using only the spectral vector
measured at a single image location. The success of these
methods requires that the spectral dimensionality of the sensor
data exceeds the dimensionality of the set of spectral-radiance
vectors that can be obtained for a single material as conditions
change. In this paper, we use physical models for illumination
and atmospheric variation to examine the sets of 0.4–2.5m
spectral-radiance vectors that will be measured for different
materials by an airborne sensor. A physical model for sensor
spectral radiance is used in conjunction with the MODTRAN
3.5 atmospheric-modeling program [3] to generate the sets of
spectral vectors. The analysis shows that over a comprehensive
range of conditions, the set of observed spectral-radiance vec-
tors for a material can be represented accurately using a linear
model with fewer than ten parameters. This result is used to
show that a large set of materials can be discriminated reliably
over a wide range of conditions using imaging-spectrometer
data. Based on the analysis, we derive a maximum-likelihood
algorithm for automated material identification that is invariant
to illumination and atmospheric variation. The algorithm is
demonstrated for the identification of a set of material samples
in HYDICE imagery acquired under different conditions.

II. M OTIVATION

In this section, we present an example that illustrates the
variability in radiance spectra for a fixed material that can
be observed under different conditions. This example demon-
strates that the success of an automated material-identification
system requires an approach that utilizes a model for this
variability. Such an approach will be developed in this paper.
The image in Fig. 1 was acquired by the HYDICE sensor,
which produces 210 spectral measurements over 0.4–2.5m at
each image location. The highlighted area shown in the lower
right of Fig. 1 contains a green cotton-fabric panel in direct
sunlight. The HYDICE spectral vector for a pixel on the
panel is plotted in the lower left of Fig. 1. On a different day,
the same panel has been moved to the location in the forest
indicated in Fig. 2, and the corresponding HYDICE spectral
vector is plotted in the lower left of Fig. 2. The two curves
in Fig. 3 are the normalized HYDICE spectral vectors for

Fig. 1. Cotton-fabric panel in direct sunlight and HYDICE spectrum.

Fig. 2. Cotton-fabric panel in forest location and HYDICE spectrum.

the panel taken from the two images and indicate significant
differences in the measured-radiance spectra. For example,
the primary illumination source for the panel in the forest
is solar radiation that has been scattered by the atmosphere
rather than direct solar radiation. Thus, the corresponding
spectral-radiance vector indicated by the dashed curve in Fig. 3
includes a larger proportion of short wavelength light. Spectral
differences such as these complicate the material-identification
process. This is shown in Fig. 4, which displays the result of
searching for the panel in Fig. 2 by computing the spectral
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Fig. 3. Normalized HYDICE spectra for cotton panel in Figs. 1 and 2.

angle [28] between from Fig. 1 and the spectrum
at each pixel in Fig. 2. The spectral angle between the spectral
vector and the spectral vector is defined by

(1)

The spectral vector at each pixel location ( )
labeled in yellow in Fig. 4 forms a smaller spectral angle
with the panel spectrum from Fig. 1 than any pixel on the
panel itself in Fig. 4. The large number of false matches in
Fig. 4 demonstrates the importance of accounting for sources
of spectral variability during material identification.

III. M ODELING RADIANCE SPECTRA

We can characterize variation in the observed spectra for a
material by examining the physical factors that contribute to
this variation. We begin by presenting a physical model for
the spectral-radiance signal that reaches an airborne-imaging
spectrometer. Using this model, we isolate the various factors
that influence the measured spectral radiance for a fixed
material. The analysis is used to define a comprehensive set
of conditions that can be used to construct a set of observed
spectral-radiance vectors for a given material. The structure of
these sets of vectors for different materials will be examined
in Section IV. In particular, the low dimensionality of sets of
spectral-radiance vectors is the essential principle that enables
the new approach to invariant material identification developed
in this paper.

A. Image Spectral-Radiance Model

Consider a surface with normalon the ground at elevation
with an associated coordinate system defined by polar angle

and azimuthal angle. The surface is viewed by an airborne
sensor at elevation from direction ( ) and the solar
direction is ( ) as shown in Fig. 5. The spectral-radiance

incident upon sensor location ( ) is given by

(2)

where is the upward atmospheric trans-
mittance, is the spectral reflectance of the matte
surface projecting to sensor location ( ), is a binary
constant that accounts for occluding bodies in the solar to
surface path, is the downward atmospheric
transmittance, is the extraterrestrial solar radiance,

is the scattered-sky radiance (i.e., excluding di-
rect solar radiance) per unit solid angle incident on the
surface from direction ( ), is the path-
scattered radiance, anddenotes wavelength. A more detailed
explanation of the model in (2) can be found in [36]. The
primary contributors to the sensor spectral radiance
for a surface are illustrated in Fig. 6. Path 1 corresponds to
reflected solar illumination, path 2 corresponds to reflected
sky illumination, and path 3 corresponds to path radiance. In
this work, we do not consider the adjacency effect [25], which
refers to radiation that is reflected by surrounding surfaces and
then scattered by the atmosphere along a path to the sensor.
Although the contribution of the adjacency effect to
is usually small enough to be neglected, this contribution can
become significant for small objects or in hazy atmospheres
[26].

B. Modeling Spectral Variability

Only the spectral reflectance in (2) is intrinsic
to the imaged material. Several of the other terms, including

, and depend on the atmospheric conditions,
while several others , and depend
on the scene geometry. Variation of these terms with the
atmospheric conditions and the scene geometry leads to vari-
ation in the measured spectral radiance for a fixed
material. This variation must be accounted for during material
identification.

The atmospheric properties that affect the measured-spectral
radiance over 0.4–2.5 m are largely defined by
the distributions of various atmospheric gases and aerosols
that cause absorption and scattering of radiation. Seven at-
mospheric gases, specifically water vapor (HO), ozone (O),
oxygen (O), methane (CH), nitrous oxide (NO), carbon
monoxide (CO), and carbon dioxide (CO) produce significant
absorption features over 0.4–2.5m [3]. For example, strong
water-vapor absorption bands are observable near 0.9, 1.1, 1.4,
and 1.9 m in Fig. 3. There is also significant absorption of
radiation over 0.4–2.5 m by atmospheric aerosols. Atmo-
spheric absorption plays a large role in determining the upward
and downward transmittance functions
and . In addition to absorption, scattering
by atmospheric gases and aerosols leads to a change in the
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Fig. 4. False alarms resulting from the use of the Fig. 1 spectrum for material identification in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5. Solar, surface, and sensor geometry.

direction and spectral content of radiation. Rayleigh scattering,
for example, occurs as a result of radiation interacting with
atmospheric gas molecules, while Mie scattering describes the
interaction of radiation with larger dust and aerosol particles.
Rayleigh scattering is largely responsible for the proper-
ties of skylight , while both Rayleigh scattering
and Mie scattering typically contribute to the path radiance

.
Given the atmospheric conditions and the scene geometry,

the observed spectral radiance can be computed
for a surface with reflectance using (2). In order to
examine the variability in observed spectral-radiance functions
for a fixed material, we used the MODTRAN 3.5 radiative-
transfer code [3], [40] in conjunction with (2) to define a
comprehensive set of viewing conditions. We considered four
standard atmospheric profiles: U.S. standard, midlatitude sum-

Fig. 6. Sunlight, skylight, and path-radiance contributions toL(x; y; �).

mer, midlatitude winter, and tropical. Each atmospheric profile
includes the temperature and pressure distribution, as well as
the concentration of COand O as a function of altitude.
For each standard atmospheric profile, four different water-
vapor profiles were considered. In addition, four different
profiles were used for a set of atmospheric gases that included
O , CH , N O, and CO. Four aerosol profiles were used,
specifying conditions for rural, urban, maritime, and desert
environments. We considered eight solar zenith angles, ranging
from 5 to 75 . For each case, the nadir-viewing geometry
was varied over seven sensor altitudes. Also, to model solar
occlusion, we allowed to take on the values 0 and 1 for each
case. The values of the various parameters are given in Table I.
Varying over all combinations of these parameters gives a set
of conditions. A total of 17 920
of these conditions correspond to physically realizable relative
humidities that do not exceed 100%. Thus, given a material
with spectral reflectance , we can compute a set of 17 920
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TABLE I
RANGE OF ATMOSPHERIC AND GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS

spectral-radiance functions that corre-
sponds to views of that material under different conditions.

IV. DIMENSIONALITY ANALYSIS

The large set of possible spectral-radiance functions for a
fixed material motivates the search for efficient representations
for these functions. Low-dimensional linear models have been
shown to be an accurate representation for visible and infrared
spectral-reflectance functions [6], [17], [30], [32], as well as
for outdoor illumination spectra [8], [9], [23], [24], [33]–[35],
[37], [41]. In this section, we consider the use of linear
models for the sets of observed spectral-radiance functions
for different materials. These models will form the basis of a
new approach to invariant material identification in Section V.

A. Dimensionality of Material Subspaces over 0.4–2.5m

Let be the sensor spectral-
radiance functions over 0.4–2.5m for a given material
under -different conditions. The spectral-radiance functions
will be sampled at -center wavelengths according to
the spectral sampling of the sensor to form the vectors

for . We
can approximate each using

(3)

where the vectors
for define a fixed orthonormal basis for the
material, and the constants are weighting coefficients that
depend on the particular conditions under which was
obtained. The accuracy of the approximation in (3) for a single

is defined by the squared error

(4)

For the set , the total squared error associated
with a set of -basis vectors is

(5)

Fig. 7. Error for linear spectral-radiance model.

For any , a set of orthonormal-basis vectors
that minimize can be computed

using standard techniques based on the singular-value
decomposition [14].

An important question is how many basis vectors are
required to approximate accurately a comprehensive set of

vectors corresponding to a material viewed under dif-
ferent conditions. Using the set of atmospheric and geo-
metric conditions described in Section III-B, we generated
a set of observed spectral-radiance functions
for each of the 498 materials in the USGS spectral library
(http://speclab.cr.usgs.gov/). The spectral-radiance functions
were sampled using center wavelengths and spectral
bandwidths that are typical of the HYDICE sensor. For each
material, we computed the basis vectors
that minimize and the corresponding average normal-
ized error

(6)

as a function of . In Fig. 7, we plot the maximum
over the 498 materials for ranging from 3 to 12. For nine
basis vectors, the maximum value of is about 0.0002.
The fact that a nine-dimensional (9-D) linear model provides
an accurate approximation to the set of spectral vectors for
each material is not surprising, since variation in ten physical
parameters (Table I) contributes to the variation in the spectral-
radiance functions.

B. Geometric Interpretation of Material Subspaces

The error plot in Fig. 7 suggests that for a wide range
of materials, the set of observed spectral-radiance vectors
for each material lies approximately in a low-dimensional
subspace of the 210-dimensional spectral-measurement space.
Figs. 8–10 illustrate this concept for a single material
observed using spectral bands. We assume that the set
of observed spectral vectors for can be represented without
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Fig. 8. Two spectral-radiance functions and the corresponding sensor vectors
for two views of a material under different conditions.

Fig. 9. Coordinates of the sensor vectorsL1 andL2 in the two-dimensional
(2-D) material subspace.

error using basis vectors. The use of small values for
and is intended to facilitate geometric understanding

rather than to model a realistic situation. For this case, each
spectral-radiance function for is represented by a 3-D vector

and the orthonormal-basis
vectors are denoted by
and . Thus, each of the
possible spectral-radiance vectorsfor can be represented
uniquely by

(7)

for constants and that depend on the conditions under
which was obtained.

Suppose that and in Fig. 8 are two spectral-
radiance functions for obtained under different conditions,
and that and are the corresponding 3-D sensor vectors.
Then can be represented uniquely by the coordinates

Fig. 10. The 2-D material subspace defined bym1 and m2 in the 3-D
sensor measurement space.

( ) and can be represented uniquely by the coordi-
nates ( ) with respect to the and basis vectors,
as shown in Fig. 9. If we consider the 3-D space of spectral-
measurement vectors , then the set
of possible spectral vectors for lies in the two-dimensional
(2-D) subspace (plane) spanned by and , as shown
in Fig. 10. The location of a vector in the plane depends on
the conditions under which was viewed. In general, for
a -dimensional measurement space and an-dimensional
material subspace, the spectral vectors for a material obtained
under different conditions will lie in an -dimensional linear
subspace of the -dimensional measurement space. As
becomes much larger than, we might expect that it becomes
possible to discriminate and identify a large set of materials
over a wide range of conditions. We examine this conjecture
for and in Section V-B.

V. INVARIANT -MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION

A. Maximum-Likelihood Classification

Using the material-subspace representation developed in
Section IV, we derive an algorithm for material identification
in airborne hyperspectral imagery acquired under unknown
conditions. The algorithm is based on standard techniques for
classification using maximum-likelihood parameter estimates
[10]. This approach assumes pure target-material pixels, al-
though the methodology can be extended to the subpixel case
[38].

The set of observed spectral-radiance vectors for a ma-
terial with spectral reflectance can be modeled by a
set of orthonormal-basis vectors obtained
using the physical model in Section III and the computational
method in Section IV-A. Since the size of the approximation
error in (3) depends on scalings of the spectral vector, we
consider the normalized-spectral vector . For any
single view of the material, the normalized-sensor vectoris
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Fig. 11. Spectral-reflectance functions for target materials.

(a) (b)

Fig. 12. (a) ROC curves for sunlit target materials and(b) ROC curves for
partially shaded and concealed target materials.

described by

(8)

where the coefficients depend on the particular con-
ditions under which the material is viewed and

is a residual vector. is chosen
so that the approximation error in (3) is small and consequently

is modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian random vector with
small covariance elements.

The likelihood of the sensor vector given a material
with spectral reflectance and the parameter values

is

(9)

where is the covariance matrix of and

(10)

We note that the dependence of the likelihood on the spectral
reflectance is expressed in the vectors.

If the covariance matrix is known, then maximum-
likelihood estimates for the parameters can
be obtained by differentiating with respect to each

and setting the resulting expressions to zero. As a
special case, if the elements of are independent with the
same variance (i.i.d. residuals), then the maximum likelihood
estimates for the parameters are given by

(11)

For this special case, the maximum-likelihood estimates
also minimize the error

(12)

In general, the maximum likelihood estimates for the
parameters can be substituted into (9) to obtain the likelihood

of observing the vector for a
material with reflectance . This likelihood can be com-
puted at each spatial location in the image and thresholded
for material identification. In the case of i.i.d. residuals,
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Fig. 13. Results for SAM algorithm on sunlit material samples.

Fig. 14. Results for invariant algorithm on sunlit material samples.

is a monotonically decreasing func-
tion of

(13)

where the are computed using (11). For this case, the error
in (13) can be thresholded for material identification rather
than the full likelihood .

B. Discriminability Analysis

Since the set of observed spectral vectors for a mate-
rial lies in a low-dimensional subspace of the hyperspectral-
measurement space, we might expect that there is little overlap
among the sets of vectors for different materials. We examined

this hypothesis by considering a representative spectral re-
flectance for each of 100 materials in the USGS spectral
library. For each of the 100 materials, we generated 17 920
spectral vectors, corresponding to the range of conditions
presented in Section III-B. Each vector consisted of 210
spectral samples, corresponding to typical HYDICE center
wavelengths. The 17 920 spectral vectors for each material
were used to compute a 9-D basis for
that material using the method described in Section IV-A.
For any spectral vector , this allows computation of the
likelihood for each of the materials

. We proceeded to classify each of the
1 792 000 vectors as an instance of the materialfor
which is the largest. The projection
defined by (11) was used to estimate theparameters, and
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Fig. 15. Results for SAM algorithm on partially shaded material samples.

Fig. 16. Results for invariant algorithm on partially shaded material samples.

the associated error in (13) was used for the classification. For
this experiment, 97.9% of the 1 792 000 spectral vectors were
classified correctly. This result indicates that the high-spectral
dimensionality of imaging-spectrometer data can be exploited
to discriminate and identify a large number of materials over
a large range of conditions.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

We demonstrate the performance of the invariant material-
identification algorithm derived in this paper using three
HYDICE scenes acquired as part of the Forest Radiance I
data collection at Aberdeen Proving Grounds, MD, in August
1995. The sensor altitude for these images was approximately
x1500 m with a corresponding ground spatial distance (GSD)
of 0.75 m. Scene 1 contains several material panels in direct
sunlight. Scenes 2 and 3 were acquired over the same area

at different times. In Scene 2, the panels have been moved
to the tree line so that several of the panels are partially in
the shade. In Scene 3, the panels have been moved into the
forest so that several of the panels receive no direct sunlight.
For the material-identification experiments, we considered 3
m 3 m and 2 m 2 m panels of each of four matte,
green materials (green fabric #1, green fabric #2, green-
tenting fabric, green cotton-oxford fabric). The 1 m 1
m panels of these materials were not considered in these
experiments, since these panels may not provide pure pixels
at this GSD. Fig. 11 plots the spectral-reflectance functions
for these four materials as measured on the ground. The
missing segments correspond to water-vapor absorption bands.
Using these reflectance functions and the range of conditions
described in Section III-B, the minimum-error linear model

described in Section IV-A was generated
for each material. A HYDICE wavelength file for this data
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Fig. 17. Results for SAM algorithm on concealed material samples.

Fig. 18. Results for invariant algorithm on concealed material samples.

collection at this sensor altitude was used to determine the
center wavelengths and spectral bandwidths.

In order to compare the performance of the invariant al-
gorithm with the performance of traditional approaches, we
considered the spectral angle mapper (SAM) algorithm. The
output of the SAM algorithm for materialat each pixel is the
spectral angle between a material-reference vectorand the
spectral vector at that pixel. This angle is defined by

(14)

Thus, the spectral angle is a measure of spectral similarity
that does not depend on multiplicative scalings of the spectral
vectors. The reference spectral vector for each of the four
materials was obtained by averaging the HYDICE spectral
vectors for pure pixels of that material in Scene 1. Conse-
quently, the reference spectral vectors are optimized for the
sunlit conditions in this scene.

The SAM algorithm and the invariant material-identification
algorithm described in Section V-A were applied to each of
the three images. The projection defined by (11) was used

to estimate the parameters and the distance defined by
(13) was used for classification by the invariant algorithm. In
Scene 1, the invariant algorithm yielded the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve indicated by the solid curve in
Fig. 12(a), while the SAM algorithm yielded the ROC curve
indicated by the dashed curve in Fig. 12(a). In the figure,
refers to the fraction of target-material pixels that are detected,
while refers to the number of false detections divided
by the total number of pixels. Since the SAM algorithm
uses reference spectral vectors obtained from Scene 1, it was
encouraging that the invariant algorithm performed nearly as
well on this image while using only the spectral reflectance
measured on the ground for the four materials. The ROC
curves for the two algorithms for Scenes 2 and 3 are shown
in Fig. 12(b). We see that the invariant algorithm accurately
identifies the shaded and concealed materials with few false
alarms. The performance of the SAM algorithm, however,
degrades significantly due to difficulties in identifying the
target materials in the shade and in the trees.

Figs. 13–18 illustrate properties of the two algorithms by
displaying material-identification results for specific points on
the ROC curves. In these figures, correctly identified target
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pixels are highlighted in red, and falsely labeled target pixels
are highlighted in yellow. Target panels that are completely
missed are highlighted in blue. Figs. 13 and 14 display the
results of the two algorithms in Scene 1 for . For
this scene, both algorithms correctly identify points on all
eight target panels with few false matches. Figs. 15 and 16
consider Scene 2. In Fig. 15, we see that the SAM algorithm
requires a large number of false alarms in order to reach

, while completely missing one panel. In Fig. 16,
the invariant algorithm achieves the same on this scene
while correctly identifying points on all eight panels with few
false alarms. Results on Scene 3 are shown in Figs. 17 and
18. In Fig. 17, the SAM algorithm suffers a large number of
false alarms while identifying points on three of the six target
panels with an overall of 0.35. In Fig. 18, the invariant
algorithm successfully identifies points on five of the six target
panels with few false matches and an overall of 0.8. These
examples confirm the usefulness of the invariant algorithm
for reliable material identification under unknown conditions
given only the spectral reflectance of each target material.

VII. D ISCUSSION

We have examined the effects of variation in the illumina-
tion environment, the atmospheric conditions, and the scene
geometry on spectra measured by airborne imaging spec-
trometers. Using a physical model and MODTRAN 3.5, we
generated sensor-radiance spectra for many different materials
over a large set of conditions. The synthesized spectra for each
material were used to evaluate the accuracy of linear models
for the space of illumination, atmospheric, and geometric
variation. We showed that for a wide range of materials, a nine-
parameter linear model is adequate to represent the gamut of
variation. These linear models can be used for material identifi-
cation invariant to the illumination and atmospheric conditions
and the scene geometry. We demonstrated the effectiveness of
the approach with a set of material-identification experiments
on HYDICE images.

The models and methods developed in this paper provide a
framework for addressing a wide range of problems. Since
the set of conditions considered in Section III-B included
both sunlight plus skylight and skylight alone for each atmo-
spheric profile, the linear model based on these conditions can
represent mixtures of sunlight and skylight that might arise,
for example, due to differing amounts of solar occlusion. In
addition, since surface orientation changes alter the mixture of
sunlight and skylight received by a surface, this approach can
be used for identifying surfaces over a range of orientations.

We also observe that when a material is identified using the
algorithm derived in this paper, the corresponding coordinates
in the material subspace specify the parameters that define
the atmospheric conditions and the scene geometry. These
parameters can be retrieved using a table lookup. With these
parameters in hand, the multiplicative and additive spectral
components for an atmospheric correction procedure can be
computed and applied over the image. Thus, the methods
derived in this paper also can form the basis of an atmospheric-
correction algorithm that utilizes the information available

in the image in combination with some knowledge of the
materials present in the scene.
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